
 

 I am sitting around the kitchen table with four of my siblings, making sugar cookies 

because it’s Christmas-time, and I have nothing else to do. I love my big family and the smell of 

cinnamon in the air and the feeling of my brother’s baby feet, asymmetrical because he’s only 

managed to keep one fuzzy reindeer sock on. My mom and dad walk in the front door, relieving 

the oldest of their children from “keeping an ear out.” My dad looks at the puddles of melted 

snow, mumbling something about the hardwood getting ruined. They get our attention, and with 

the seven of us in a different positions, they say there are eight. It’s the best news of my life, and 

I just assume that I’m getting a new baby sister. Life is so good it just has to be a girl. My 

twelve-year-old feet, clad in snowman slippers, run to my bedroom and pull out all the old things 

she might want. I know, of course, that the wait will be long, but my mom is pregnant! But, then, 

she was not. 

 My family was heartbroken by the loss of my theoretical sibling. It seems sometimes that 

I’m the only one who remembers, calculating how old she would be and if she would like any of 

the things I set aside. She’d have been three for my brother’s wedding, the perfect age for a 

flower girl. She’d have been four this month of this year, starting school and making friends. I 

wonder often if she would be brown-eyed, blonde haired and curious, like me. Curiously, 

however, not everyone shares my fantasy of baby feet dressed in pink reindeer socks. 

 I am pro-life because I imagine the possibilities. Each baby lost to miscarriage or 

abortion misses the pleasure of her first kiss or his first pee wee touchdown. Each child victim of 

leukemia misses her senior prom where she’d dance awkwardly with her friends because the boy 

that was meant to take her hand was paralysed by a driver who cared more about the text from 



her basketball coach than the red light. Every man euthanized in the name of “mercy” loses the 

birthday when his grandson gets a remote control dinosaur and remembers what grandpa said 

about pterodactyls. What was it he said? 

 I am pro-life because I can’t get those moments back. I can never meet the boy who 

should have been in my class; he committed suicide this summer because he thought nobody 

cared to hear him read aloud anyways. I am pro-life because memories are worth making, and 

baby feet are worth tickling. I am pro-life because my grandmother was worth saving, even when 

both of her legs were the enemy. I am too in love with life to imagine dying as an answer, and 

everyone deserves that. Human dignity and responsibility convince me that every heart deserves 

to stay beating. 


